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        Free practice permit test, guaranteed to place you behind the wheel quicker!
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            Get started now!

            Just choose your state!

        
 
        

        
            	Alabama
            
                
	Alaska
            
                
	Arizona
            
                
	Arkansas
            
                
	California
            
                
	Colorado
            
                
	Connecticut
            
            


            	Delaware
            
                
	District of Columbia
            
                
	Florida
            
                
	Georgia
            
                
	Hawaii
            
                
	Idaho
            
            


            
                	Illinois
	Indiana
	Iowa
	Kansas
	Kentucky
	Louisiana
	Maine


                
            
                	Maryland
	Massachusetts
	Michigan
	Minnesota
	Mississippi
	Missouri
	Montana


                
            
                	Nebraska
	Nevada
	New Hampshire
	New Jersey
	New Mexico
	New York
	North Carolina


                
            
                	North Dakota
	Ohio
	Oklahoma
	Oregon
	Pennsylvania
	Rhode Island
	South Carolina


                
            
                	South Dakota
	Tennessee
	Texas
	Utah
	Vermont
	Virginia
	Washington


                
            
                	West Virginia
	Wisconsin
	Wyoming
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    It really works!

    This practice test helps students all over the country pass the permit test today!
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    Free

    Let us say this again.

    FREE.
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    Immediate Results!

    We spent months so you can prepare in a day!
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    State-specific!

    Questions based on %state name% driving rules.
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    Covers everything!

    Questions on traffic rules, road signs, alcohol laws and traffic violations – we have it all.



        
            

Studying for the permit exam is hard, there is a huge number of rules to learn, signs to memorize, regulations to go over. Most people are simply overwhelmed by the amount of information they need to absorb before they can take a permit test. The matters get even more complicated if you are a teenager who has a busy schedule: school to attend, sports games, free time. This is where the practice permit test comes in! This free sample exam allows you to save a huge amount of time that you can spend on things you like, such as handing out with your friends! Taking the permit practice test also boosts your confidence and allows you to perform much better during your real permit test at the DMV! Don't miss your chance and take this free practice permit test today!


Free DMV practice tests are offered by a large number of sources. Some of them are private commercial companies; others are non-profit organizations, such as the DMV. Why should you choose one or another?


Well, the first thing that worries you - are the DMV permit practice tests really free? And if you are looking at the commercial website, chances are that they are not. Most companies offer just 1 free DMV practice test and make you pay for the rest of the package if you want to take more than one DMV sample test. Furthermore, you have to sign up for a package before you can get to your free practice permit test, which means you will need to submit your name and e-mail address to the website. The e-mail address is stored in the database and will most likely be used to spam your inbox with various offers. And yes, it is completely legal because when you sign up for the driver practice test, you state that you agree to Terms and Conditions (does anyone ever read those?) and they usually state that the company may use your e-mail address to send you product updates and various offers. So basically, by taking this free DMV practice permit test, you automatically sign up for a stream of spam messages.



Another common problem with large companies that offer free DMV permit tests is that the tests are frequently not state-specific. That means that the company creates a database of general driving-related questions and then just generates generic tests that match neither the format of your state, nor do they address state-specific driving rules and regulations. Such permit practice tests are good for evaluation of your general knowledge, but have nothing to do with the real DMV permit test.



By now you should be asking, “where do I get a real permit practice test”. The best place to look for those are the actual DMV websites. You can find a local DMV site through Yahoo or Google and then just browse it for permit practice tests (they are ALWAYS free on those websites).


If you have limited access to the Internet, you may also pick up a copy of a driver manual from a local DMV office, they usually have a few permit tests at the back of the book.


Some non-commercial websites also offer DMV practice tests free of charge, so you should make full use of those.


Long story short, next time you get to the website that offers a free DMV permit test, ask yourself the following questions:

	  Are the permit tests really free?
	   Are the DMV tests state-specific?
	  Do the tests follow the DMV test format for my state?




If you can answer yes to all of these, you found yourself a good spot to take the DMV permit test!




  
        

  
        
  
        
        
        
            
	
	
	
	


        

         
            			
  Free
  

    Practice permit tests.

    Nothing but FREE practice permit tests.

  




  We have all
    

      Traffic rules, road signs,

      alcohol laws and traffic volations - we have it all.
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